The AUSTRALIA FIRST IDEAL
The Australia First Ideal comprises ecological, and biological elements - essential for an organic social order of
the Australian Nation.
The ecological element relates to ensuring the retention of, and the health of the eco-systems of our unique old
continent, so different from anywhere else on earth, and the greatest jewel European man has ever had charge
over.
The Australian natural environment is what underpins the well being of our people and our society. It is not just for
the food supply, or the raw materials for productivity and wealth creation for our citizens - present and future
generations, but for the necessary quality of life and happiness of our people through ongoing association with the
natural order of things. We are an integral part of nature, and divorced there from leads to degeneration.
The Capitalists’ exploitation of the continent with their profit and growth mania syndrome, driven by exportmarketed resources pillaging, agri-type businesses, and never ending immigration, is inherently environmentally
degrading to our Native Soil. Money is all that matters to this class, and the ongoing decline to our eco-systems is
never factored into their economics, or has any meaning whatsoever. And so-called green capitalism is only a
distraction, as profit remains the driving force.
The Australia First policy of Australian strategic manufacturing industry, conjoined with national self-sufficiency,
and steady state type economic objectives, has at its core not only ensuring the Nation and the socially just
distribution of wealth created, but a complete rejection of environmental degradation. Care and maintenance of
our environment we see as a primary determinant in economics, and lifestyle pursuits - a responsibility of the
community as a whole, to be fully supported by public resources to ensure this outcome.
The biological element relates to the recognition and advancement of our Australian civilisation as a European
derived society. Australia’s very special Australoid race is included in the Ideal, understanding their different
requirements.
A recognition of some others, as evidenced from our history, residing within our National Community is also
acknowledged.
A European civilisation is the desire of, and the heritage passed down from our settling peoples, underwritten in
our great Trade Union Principles, and what came in the Federation of the Nation. This heritage was reinforced in
the heroic fight for survival conducted by our Military Forces to defeat the Japanese and their planned “Asian Coprosperity Sphere” in WWII. It is a Sacred Trust that all True Blues are obligated to.
This biological element is at the very heart of the foundations of a National Community, of a High Culture where
citizens acknowledge and enjoy what the bond of identity and heritage brings- where the level of freedom,
purpose, fulfillment, and opportunity to utilise creative and working talents is at its zenith, available to and for the
good of ALL.
Again, this is the antithesis of the septic type multicultural/multiracial society promoted by internationalists and
globalists, wherein alien peoples destroy any sense of community and compete for our resources, where
everything rates as a sale price, where culture and quality of life implodes, and the individual is only a consumer
whose existence is for exploitation by the capitalist class.
The Australia First Ideal entertains no compromise.
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